The Department of Psychology & SIU Clinical Center is pleased to present:

Dr. Jerome Sattler

Assessment of Children: WISC–V and WPPSI–IV

Workshop
June 13, 2016
10:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Guyon Auditorium
Morris Library
Southern Illinois University

CE Credits Available for an additional $15

Workshop fee if registered by May 10th: $135 Students $195 Non-Students

Registration Fee Includes: Lunch, Parking (off campus participants) & Textbook: Assessment of Children: WISC–V and WPPSI–IV (Sattler, Dumont, Coalson, 2016)

To register contact the SIU Clinical Center at (618) 453-2361 or download the form from our website: clinicalcenter.siu.edu
Workshop Overview:

This workshop will cover the WISC–V and WPPSI–IV. It will consider the role of the evaluator in the assessment process and report writing. In addition, it will cover the standardization, scoring, reliability, validity, factor analysis, short forms, subtest scatter, and strengths and limitations of the WISC–V and WPPSI–IV. Other areas that will be addressed include administering the WISC–V and WPPSI–IV to children with disabilities and how to interpret these new editions. Finally, CHC theory will be covered for each of the new editions.

Jerome M. Sattler, Brief Biography

Jerome Sattler is a Diplomate in Clinical Psychology of the American Board of Professional Psychology and a Diplomate of the American Board of Professional Neuropsychology. Currently, he is Professor Emeritus and an Adjunct Professor of Psychology at San Diego State University. In 1998 he received the Senior Scientist Award from the Division of School Psychology of the American Psychological Association. In 2003, he received an honorary Doctor of Sciences degree from Central Missouri State University. In 2005, he received the Gold Medal Award for Life Achievement in the Application of Psychology from the American Psychological Foundation. In 2006, he received the Distinguished Contribution to Psychology Award from the San Diego Psychological Association and a Distinguished Visiting Professor Award from the Colorado School of Professional Psychology. In 2014, he received a Lifetime Achievement Award from Azusa Pacific University. His books include Foundations of Behavioral, Social, and Clinical Assessment of Children, (Sixth Edition), Assessment of Children, Cognitive Applications (Fifth Edition), Assessment of Children: WISC–V AND WPPSI–IV (with Ron Dumont and Diane L. Coalson), Assessment with the WAIS–IV (with Joseph J. Ryan), and Clinical and Forensic Interviewing of Children and Families. He has published over 100 articles in the fields of school and clinical psychology and is a co-author of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale: Fourth Edition. The first five editions of Assessment of Children have been translated into Spanish. In 2007, a Spanish translation and a Chinese translation (brief edition) of Assessment of Children, Behavioral, Social, and Clinical Foundation (Fifth Edition) were published.